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ALY DALY 
Aly Daly is a Los Angles based designer whose work has 
been featured in Harpers Bazaar, Elle Décor, Vogue, C 
Magazine, LA Confidential, Architectural Digest, 
Metropolitan Magazine and Art & Living. She was featured in 
Design Bureau Magazine’s issue featuring the best interior 
design around the world.

Ms. Daly’s design career began over 20 years ago designing 
environments for Perry Ellis, Gianni Versace, Calvin Klein, 
Max Azria and more. Her passion for the environment, 
sustainability and human rights combined with her 
experience designing interiors and décor for celebrities and 
other high profile net worth individuals, has created in her, a 
passion too change the narrative and make a difference in 
her work. Her niche has become creating a high end 
luxuries look and feel within minimal budgets in a socially 
conscious way.



OVERALL MISSION 
To create an affordable, timeless, modern but classic, 

socially conscious, sustainable and sophisticated lifestyle 
brand for the Gen X woman

Create a direct to consumer portal with an e-
commerce website

Develop a strong licensing component to build the 
brand and product assortment offering.

Create a multimedia PR and marketing campaign to 
promote and build the brand focusing on moving away 

from disposable trends by placing more value on 
quality, the environment and longevity.

To create a flagship location in Los Angeles to serve as 
the visual base to communicate a collective of the 

design philosophy across product categories, corporate 
offices, retails and design space.



THE BRAND DNA 
Aly Daly represents a classic, modern and sophisticated lifestyle for a 
socially conscious, environmentally concerned stylish consumer. 
Responsible sourcing and production of fine goods that make a 
difference in the world, while creating beautiful product at incredible 
price points. We will push the envelop on refined detailing in design, 
fabrication and production of home decor and a woman’s apparel capsule 
collection. The look maintains an overall masculine feel with feminine 
layering and an empowered energy. Monochromatic color palettes are an 
essential foundation of the brand using a mix of luxurious and sustainable 
materials and fabrics. Luxurious hand crafted home accessories, styling, 
gifting and fashion staples are the mindset. Masculine shapes and 
sophisticated décor items in a family with menswear inspired apparel. 
Ease of layering and simplicity of design. 

Everything we do is rooted in the transparent production process, 
limiting our environmental footprint, supporting local communities and 
artists of all goods. We want our consumers to know who is making the 
products they are buying and the efforts we make to support the world 
around.  



WHO IS THE  
ALY DALY WOMAN? 

Socially Conscious
Sophisticated
Humanitarian

Classic
Timeless
Authentic
Driven

Powerful
Grounded

Wise
Light Hearted

Optimistic
Loves Deeply
Philanthropic

A Natural Beauty Inside & Out



§  Comfortable in her own skin
§  Brave
§  Confident + Secure
§  Fiercely Independent
§  Optimistic
§  Hard  Working + Career Focused
§  Has an Entrepreneurial Spirit
§  She is culturally diverse, forward thinking & Powerful

SHE IS… 

§  Individualism – She has her own sense of style
§  Family & Friends
§  Motherhood
§  The health of our planet, eco friendly products
§  Human Rights
§  She loves beautiful things, cares about quality
§  Makes smart buying decisions
§  She seeks authenticity
§  She prefers brands that are socially responsible

WHAT’S IMPORTANT TO HER: 

§  She shops predominantly online
§  She loves convenience of the service but still values high quality.
§  She has favourite brands which offer consistent quality
§  She loves to keep a beautiful home and is a gracious gift giver

HOW SHE SHOPS: 



PHILOSOPHY 
Aly Daly’s design philosophy is a consistent and timeless feeling that crosses genres 
and generations. She holds a deep respect and appreciation for the simplicity and 
quality of the past. In all aspects of design, interiors, apparel, self care and decor, there 
is a masculine and formal structure or intent with a feminine, nurturing and sensual 
aspects.

This is a lifestyle of strength and beauty that connects fundamentally with the earth 
and her spirit. This is a lifestyle that appreciates the finer things with an uncluttered 
and natural ease. Understated class and sophistication in all things.

This life is not about flash and narcissism but about quality of life, sharing our stories, 
our love and knowledge. This is about coming together again as people to have more 
personal experiences and meaningful interactions. 

A deep caring for people and Aly’s love and fostering of the art of hosting, fuels her 
inspiration in all things. Community, philanthropy and self care for our bodies, our 
minds, our communities and our world.

This will be our new world. A world where people what more heartfelt personal 
experiences that bring peace, unity and beauty to their lives. Experiences that 
stimulate their senses, their minds and their souls.



AUDIENCE 
The AD target audience is a Gen-X woman, working professionals.

We will attract them through our message and core principals, luxury product offering, merchandising, quality, 
incredible price point, brand authenticity and environmental affiliations.

With marketing, advertising, public relations and activism, ADL will attract women who relate to and appreciate our 
philosophy, ease our sophisticated styling, classic shapes and lasting classic collections.

She is a busy women, with little time for shopping. Busy with her career, family and social engagements overwhelming 
her schedule. She wants ease and comfortable wear ability, style and sophistication. She appreciates beautiful décor 
to make her house a home, and fashion that makes her look amazing both with little effort.

Our women appreciates technology, forward thinking companies, the value and ease they provide her lifestyle. She 
has different values, attitudes and consumer behaviors. She has money, but is discerning in her spending. She values 
quality and materiality over fast fashion or trends.

She purchases pieces for her home and wardrobe as investments, she layers pieces over her fundamental collection. 
She cares about brand name but she has woken up to the ridiculousness of wasting money on brand names. She 
recognizes and appreciates quality and value regardless of brand name. She wants value.

There is too much over saturation and exploitative messaging that this woman totally does not relate to. It offends 
her sophisticated ideology.

Many brands focus on trends and body image rather than sophisticated style. It is Aly Daly Livings mission to speak 
to this customer with a very clear, positive and empowering voice. To embrace all women, regardless of age, race or 
size. To provide a brand and products that exemplify, the future, the art of hosting, sophistication, intelligence, social 
awareness, grace and style, confidently and with ease. 



BRAND STRATEGY 
The Brand Strategy of Aly Daly is to create a full lifestyle brand 

for the young professional woman to create trust, ease and 
loyalty through transparency and consistently delivering 

beautiful forward thinking and sustainable products.

The brand in its entirety will encompass the lifestyle of our 
woman. Luxurious home decor items, accessories and clothing 

capsules with sophisticated styling and clean simple lines. We 
will create a go to destination for elegant staple pieces, lux 

pieces for her home, wardrobe and gifting, she can rest assured 
her purchase contributes to saving the planet and helps 

impoverished communities and women worldwide.



PRODUCT STRATEGY 
§  80% of our product assortment will be under $150 retail price point

§  The design aesthetic of the brand carries through all categories. Beautiful and 
sophisticated items will draw on a masculine, minimalistic foundation with feminine 
elements and an occasion nod in the detail to the 1920s and 30s.

§  Always socially and environmentally conscious, we strive to use technology advanced, 
luxurious but sustainable materials and fabrics whenever possible and promote that 
message.

§  We aim to support craftsmen and artisans in improvised areas to make a significant 
difference in their lives while maintaining very high standard of material use and fabrication 
of all goods.

§  Our goal is to eliminate the trend of disposable products and promote heirloom pieces, 
quality and longevity.

§  We will produce beautiful products that stand the test of time rather than chasing trends 
that fade.

§  Classic pieces that will repeat each season. Only trends will change which follow a much 
longer curve and duration.

§  Assortment to include either licensed products or produced in house.



DIGITAL SALES - WEBSITE 
§  Our online presence will be the primary marketplace and visibility for 

the brand.

§  The website will be dynamic and designed in a aesthetic in keeping with 
the brand image.

§  Beautiful and sophisticated imagery will perpetuate an elevated look 
and feel.

§  We will draw customers and followers in through public relations, 
celebrity endorsement and outreach, while high quality, our positive 
message and quality product at incredible price point with create 
sustainable fan base.



DIRECT TO CONSUMER 
MARKETING 
Our DTC marketing strategy is comprised of a multimedia approach utilizing 
reach through;

§  Our own Social Media accounts
§  Aly Daly Interior Design account to cross promote
§  Directing traffic to our website utilizing Shopify
§  Strategic Social Media Influencer Partnerships
§  Our Website + Blog
§  Celebrity product placement and endorsement
§  Strategic ad-vatorial placement in print



HOME COLLECTION 
Non apparel items add luxury to her life and enable the ability to effortlessly gift 
the people she cares about. The collection will exude a curated feeling each 
season with special handcrafted items. The Home Collection will comprise 70% 
of the brands goods. 

PRODUCTS TO INCLUDE: 
Soft Goods:  Bedding, pillows, small silk and bamboo rugs, table linens, cloth 
napkins, place mats, tip towels, tassels, bath towels, beach towels, picnic blankets, 
ladies handkerchiefs, laundry bags, travel bags, poufs, throw blankets, fashion + 
beach bags, apparel dust covers and garter bags, drapery.

Hard Goods:  Luxury gaming sets, leather and wood valet trays, decorative trays, 
china, silverware, blown and cut glassware, small bar carts, small side tables, 
lighting scones, mirrors, decanters, cheese boards, candy dishes, stone and 
lacquered boxes and vanity sets, picnic baskets, playing cards, matchstick boxes, 
serving trays, small leather goods, high end pens, picture frames, lint brushes, 
drawer fragrance, fragrance drawer liners, candles, candle stick holders, small 
stools, card cases, weekend luggage, wallpaper, title, lamps, screens, wood hangers 
and cast cabinet pulls.



ACCESSORIES 
Coordinated Accessories may be produced in house or licensed out. The 
accessory assortment will comprise 20% of the brands collection.

 The accessory assortment will include:

§  Small Leather Goods
§  Scarves
§  Shoes
§  Fine + Costume Jewelry 
§  Eyewear
§  Gloves
§  Handkerchiefs



APPAREL 
The Apparel Capsules will comprise 10% of the brands collection.

§  Fine sustainable and technologically advanced fabrics
§  Feminine detailing
§  Classic styles, Not following trends
§  No Denim
§  Simple and clean seasonal monochromatic color palettes
§  Ease of styling and dressing
§  Silk and Cashmere robes and PJs



INTERIOR DESIGN PACKAGES 

30 Minutes FaceTime or Zoom Call with Aly Daly

Needs Assessment Discussion

Consult on 5 specific questions

Color Analysis Discussion

SILVER PACKAGE 
$125 

GOLD PACKAGE 
$250 

30 Minutes FaceTime or Zoom Call with Aly Daly

Aly Daly reviews with client up to 3 digital design 
boards suggesting décor and furnishing items to 

create the interior concept.

Color Analysis

Aly Daly reviews pre-prepared spreadsheet of 
items (to include Aly Daly Living Products) 

PLATINUM PACKAGE 
$500 

60 Minutes FaceTime or Zoom Call with Aly Daly

Needs Assessment Discussion

Color Analysis

Creation of 3 Digital Design Boards

Creation of spreadsheet of recommended 
products to include ADL products

3 follow up emails for implementation

CONSULTATION  
30 MINUTES - $125 

For Clients with basic design questions or 
follow up questions.



RETAIL FLAG SHIP 
In phase two, the brand concept will be further promoted through our Los Angeles 
flag ship store. This space will create a beautiful brick and mortar location to cement 
the concept, philosophy and brand image.

A curated collection of all of our products and licensed goods together in one place 
beautifully merchandised by Aly Daly. A small amount of back stock inventory will be 
held here with 95% of sales being directed to our website. Communicating simple, 
socially conscious sophistication, the store will cater to interior designers and 
decorators, celebrities, Instagram influences and general public. It will become a 
destination location for this set for gifting, styling and décor items who resonate with 
the brand concept.

Additionally Ms. Daly’s interior design business will run out of the space to promote 
cross over, consultation and increased sales. With rental contributions from each 
licensee, the companies overhead will remain low within this space. Invite only 
quarterly events will be held for magazine editors, design influences and publicist to 
further promote the brand. This location will also act as the headquarters for our 
offices.



CHARITIES 
We will create real connections with celebrities who care. Celebrities that contribute to global 
initiatives to promote sustainability, social growth and an eco friendly and conscious mindset.  A 
portion of all proceeds will continually be donated to organizations that promote positive 
change. These organizations may contribute to the communities where our products are made, 
to reforestation efforts, ocean clean up and recycling efforts, to women rights, fair trade 
practices, to ending child labor and improving human rights around the world. 

We will partner with these organizations and celebrities to promote our message and brand. 
When you purchase our products you are making a real difference in the lives of others and to 
our planet. 

Its time for each of us to make an effort toward change for a new world

Examples of some potential organizations;

1% for the Planet
Team Trees
World Wildlife Federation
Ocean Cleanup
International Human Rights Forum
International Initiative to End Child Labor 

Examples of some potential Celebrity Endorsements;

Angela Lindvall – Super Model
Giselle Bundchen – Super Model
Kristin Davis - Actor



FINANCIALS – INITIAL INVESTMNET $1.5M 

Use of Funds

Website Design & Development $100,000 Design, produce and Host

Product Research & Development $100,000 (Includes travel to suppliers 
and manufactures)

Public Relations & Marketing $150,000 To secure placement in Print, 
Bloggers, IG, FB and Product 
Placement with Celebrities

Consulting $150,000 To assist in securing licensing 
and Private Label contracts 
with suppliers and 
manufactures

Product Procurement $900,000 To produce, purchase 
product, shipping to 
fulfillment center

Fulfillment Center $100,000 Receipt of goods, storage 
and shipping fulfillment to 
customers



AUTHENTIC 

SOPHISTICATED 

CLASSIC 

SUSTAINABLE 

CHIC 

INTEGRITY 

KIND 

CONVIENENT 

GROUNDED 

INNOVATIVE 


